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Secondary Progressions
• Current method established by Placidus, 17th century

• Day-for-year method—

• 30th day after birth = 30th year of life

• Unfolding of our unique personalities over time

• Simply called progressions

• Other popular method--solar arc directions—incorporates outer planets:

• find the "arc" (distance in degrees) between the progressed Sun and the natal Sun 
(almost a degree a day)

• add this distance in degrees (roughly the age) to the rest of the planets



Early Progressions

Method: 
…add a number of days to the birth date equivalent to the age of the 
native…cast a horoscope for that day… <See> which star, if any, is on the 
Ascendant or is coming into conjunction with another star, and whether it is 
moving from an angle …to a point following or preceding an angle…You may 
consider these to be the periodic forecasts.
(Valens, Anthologies, Book IX, Ch. 3, Riley trans., 2010, p. 154)

Vettius Valens -- Egyptian, Babylonian and Hellenistic astrology 
techniques shared through his Anthology, includes case study 
examples and continues to be re-translated. He was a 
contemporary of Ptolemy--but a practicing astrologer.  



Transits

• A person represents, through life, a living memory of the birth chart

• When a transiting planet moves, the person responds to its influence

• Transits seem to happen to you

• Transits are felt by everyone, universally

if they form an aspect to the natal chart



• For Transits consider:  

• Transiting planet:  its natal house, the natal house it rules & 
the house it is transiting in the natal chart

• Aspects it makes

• Planet or point receiving the transit, plus the natal house it 
rules

• The effect of the transit can feel like it happens ‘to you’ 
and needs to be assimilated 

• A transit is often first observed as an outer event in life

Transits



Progressions are more personal

• It has been experienced by the infant as one of the early days of its 
life

• It is easily assimilated, then an outer event reflecting its nature may 
be created in the outer world

• It is sensed as a feeling then as an action

• Highly personalized—only unfolding for essentially one person at a 
given time

• Progressions seem to develop through you



Progressions are 
felt from deep inside—manifested as a 

determination or sense of urgency
when a progressed planet:

• Changes sign 

• Makes an aspect with another progressed planet

• Changes direction

• Emphasizes a degree of the zodiac

These are non-chart related– see Predictive Astrology:  The 
Eagle & The Lark, Bernadette Brady



PROGRESSED POSITIONS - Solar arc is 47 degrees, 34 minutes (04 Oct 2015)

HOUSE CUSPS - Placidus

10TH house = 18 CAN 03m 35s  1ST house = 16 LIB 26m 44s

13 SCO 25m 59s   SUN                            15 S 52   16 AQU 34

12 CPR 36m 21s   MOON                           27 S 53   17 SAG 24

03 SCO 04m 53s   MERCURY   R                    11 S 33   26 AQU 55

26 VIR 52m 55s   VENUS                          01 N 47   03 ARI 07

10 CPR 44m 17s   MARS                           24 S 34   19 SAG 16

02 VIR 40m 56s   JUPITER                        11 N 18   27 ARI 19

06 ARI 35m 11s   SATURN    R                    00 N 11   23 VIR 25

27 VIR 40m 49s   URANUS                         01 N 36   02 ARI 19

23 SCO 41m 50s   NEPTUNE                        17 S 05   06 AQU 18

22 VIR 11m 50s   PLUTO                          16 N 40   07 ARI 48

26 ARI 55m 49s   N. NODE                        10 N 23   03 VIR 04

15 SAG 37m 05s   P. OF F.                       22 S 40   14 CPR 23

16 LIB 26m 44s   ASC                            06 S 28   13 PIS 33

18 CAN 03m 35s   MC                             22 N 13   11 GEM 56

25 PIS 43m 02s   CHIRON    R                    01 N 43   04 LIB 17

No Sign Change has occurred for 
several years



No 
Direction 
changes



PROGRESSED PLANET ASPECTS TO PROGRESSED PLANETS

Chi   MC  Asc P.F  S.N  N.N  Moo  Plu Nep  Ura Sat  Jup Mar  Ven Mer Sun

SUN  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ***  

MER  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 60  --- --- ***  ---

VEN  --- --- --- --- --- 150  --- --- --- 0  --- --- --- ***  --- ---

MAR  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ***  --- --- ---

JUP  --- 135  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ***  --- --- CP  ---

SAT  --- --- --- 90  --- --- --- 165  --- --- ***  --- --- --- --- ---

URA  --- --- --- --- --- 150  --- --- --- ***  --- --- --- P   --- ---

NEP  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ***  --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

PLU  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ***   CP  --- --- --- --- --- --- CP  

MOO  --- 0  --- --- --- --- ***  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

N.N  --- --- --- --- 180  ***  --- --- --- --- --- P   --- --- CP  ---

S.N  --- --- --- --- ***   CP  --- --- --- --- --- CP  --- --- P   ---

P.F  --- --- --- ***  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

ASC  --- --- ***  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- P   --- --- CP  ---

MC   --- ***  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

CHI  ***  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- P   --- --- --- P   --- ---



Planets Commonly used in Progressions 
– Since these planets move faster than outer planets 

• Moon
• Sun
• Mercury
• Venus
• Mars

Orb – 1 degree 
• Waxing Phase 
• Exact phase 24 minute arc
• Waning Phase

Chart Related Aspects between Progressed 
and Natal Planets start from within, offer an 
opportunity to consider outside influences



PROGRESSED PLANET ASPECTS TO NATAL PLANETS

SUN         Quindecile    N. NODE      0.5 degrees

VENUS       Opposite      CHIRON       0.2 degrees

MARS        Square        MOON        -0.4 degrees

SATURN      Trine         MARS         0.1 degrees

SATURN      Ses.Square NEPTUNE      0.6 degrees

URANUS      Opposite      CHIRON      -0.1 degrees

NEPTUNE     Square        JUPITER      0.8 degrees

PLUTO       Sextile       NEPTUNE      0.0 degrees

MOON        S.Square MC           0.2 degrees

N. NODE     Quincunx SUN         -0.5 degrees

N. NODE     Trine         VENUS        0.7 degrees

ASC         Conjunct      N. NODE     -0.6 degrees

MC          Ses.Square P. OF F.     0.7 degrees

CHIRON      Opposite      SUN          0.7 degrees

CHIRON      Opposite      URANUS      -0.8 degrees



PROGRESSED PLANET ASPECTS TO NATAL PLANETS

(Dn = Progressed planets, Across = Natal planets)

SUN  MER  VEN  MAR  JUP  SAT  URA  NEP  PLU  MOO  N.N  S.N  P.F  ASC   MC  CHI

SUN  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 165  --- --- --- --- ---

MER  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

VEN  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 180  

MAR  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 90  --- --- --- --- --- ---

JUP  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

SAT  --- --- --- 120  --- --- --- 135  165  --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

URA  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 180  

NEP  --- --- --- --- 90  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

PLU  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 60  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

MOO  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 135  --- 45  ---

N.N  150  --- 120  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

S.N  --- --- 60  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 150  

P.F  --- --- --- 150  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 135  --- ---

ASC  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 0  180  --- --- --- ---

MC   --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 135  --- --- ---

CHI  180  --- --- --- --- --- 180  --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---



Progressed 
Planets 
Related to 
Natal chart 



Progressed Sun: A period of major importance.  Unfolding of life story.

Progressed Moon:  A period of about one month's duration--acts as a 'trigger' 
to activate patterns already set by other progressed planets (translation of light)

Progressed Mercury: Usually indicates changes and necessary readjustments, 
increased mental activity, travel

Progressed Venus: Period of much importance as regards emotional, personal 
and creative interests. 

Progressed Mars: Period of increased activity, conflict, enterprise. Energy must 
be controlled, and impulsive action avoided. Subject is more accident prone. 
Can be an ideal time for taking the initiative, or tackling work that has piled up.



Progressed Sun—Your Life’s Path—Basis of 
Identity is Changing

• Sign Change – Martin Luther King’s 
progressed sun moved into Pisces 
in 1964, when he made his I Have a 
Dream speech and became a 
martyr a few years later

• House Change —A 5th house 
creative artist will progress into a 
6th house worker

• Aspects to the Natal Chart



Progressed Moon
• About 12 degrees per year

• Changes sign about every 2 ½ years

• Progressed Lunar Phase  -- 1st Quarter

• Translator of light—carries energy from one planet 
to another

• A planet—Mars to Chiron

• A sign – Capricorn—effort to control world 
(moving inward)

• A house – 12th – Remove self from activity of 
world

• Chart-Related Progression—Square Mars





Anthology pdf is available at:  
http://www.csus.edu/indiv/r/rileymt/Vettius%20Valens%20enti
re.pdf 


